This is an Actual Proven Step by Step Blueprint of a
Winning Email Campaign that you can use with
your List .
Below, this is called a 'mini-launch' , and is
composed of 4 to 6 emails centered around 1 Product
you're promoting
Let's use the example of the golf niche. In this minilaunch, I am focusing on selling one Product that is a
video series and teaches people how to get 30 more
yards in their Driving Distance of a golf ball at tee
off.
1. Personality email - Introduction. Talk about your
own story and maybe how you always have had a
problem with getting much distance on your Drives
on the golf course. Make yourself "relatable".
Towards the end of email (in a P.S. perhaps) let your
Reader know that there will be a free gift or report in
the next follow up related to getting more distance on
Drives.
And you want to help them with this.
2. Value Email - This can be a PDF, video, audio,

article, MP3 etc.. which will give Value to your
Reader and give him/her some tips on increasing
Driving distance.
3.Soft Sale/Value email - Okay in this email you
want to talk more about golf and driving. Maybe
come up with another personal story of how you
overcame obstacles with driving distance in your golf
game.
This should be a Lead-in into the Product you are
promoting. Towards the bottom, put your Affiliate
Link to the Golf program you are promoting so your
subscribers can Click and check it out.
4. Hard Sale - Okay this email is pretty much one big
sales pitch, but done very, very tactfully. Stress all the
benefits with your golf program and how it can really
put more yardage in Subscribers' drives . They just
need to Click on your Affiliate link and they will be
on their way to 300 yard drives on the golf course :)
5. The Bridge - This is to remind your Readers that
your email follow ups are geared to delivering
excellent content and NOT just sale pitches. In fact ,
about 50% of your emails (in MMO Niche it may be

spmewhat different) should just be great free content
to build up rapport and Trust with your Audience.
And also help them out too :)
6. Reminder email - Okay essentially your are done
with your 'Mini-Launch' . You are on to another topic
with new email follow ups.
But for me it is very important to have a Reminder
note at the top of this new email.
Something like this, " Before we get started today, I
just wanted to give a final shout out for you all to
check out 'Jeb's long distance Driving Program'. It
will put you right in step with Bubba and the rest of
the 300+ yd drivers out there. Just CLICK HERE "
Something like that.
Anyway, I always like to at least mention my Product
Offer 3 times for each mini-launch. This Reminder
email allows you to maximize the exposure of this
first Product.

